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13, 2019 | AOA TESTS 1.0 The number of immigrants living in the United States decreased by more than 729,000 this year as
both legal and illegal immigration slipped to historic lows, according to a new report from the Pew Research Center released
Tuesday. The report, titled “Net Migration: A Long-Term Trend,” found that the U.S. experienced a net loss of 729,000
immigrants in 2017. That was the lowest level of net immigration since Pew started collecting records in 1880. The report found
that the number of legal immigrants decreased by 104,000 while the number of illegal immigrants dropped by 1.3 million. And
it found that both legal and illegal immigration rates were lower than their historical averages during each year of the Trump
administration. The figures come in stark contrast to the administration’s claims that it is protecting the rule of law and
enforcing the United States’ immigration policies. Trump has made ending illegal immigration a cornerstone of his presidency
and has faced intense scrutiny for his insistence that Democrats like Rep. Nancy Pelosi Nancy PelosiHoyer: House should vote
on COVID-19 aid — with or without a bipartisan deal Ruth Bader Ginsburg lies in repose at Supreme Court McCarthy
threatens motion to oust Pelosi if she moves forward with impeachment MORE (D-Calif.) use the word “illegal” when
discussing border security. ADVERTISEMENT The White House doubled down on the reporting Tuesday, highlighting the
comparison of illegal migration to black slavery as an example of the Democratic Party’s shifting stance. “This Fake News is
going crazy with their 1cb139a0ed
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